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verybody knows the quintessential Mohapatra, head of the Cyclone Forecast DiviWhile the cyclonic and other extreme
Indian weatherman joke — “If the sion at the Indian Meteorological Department weather-related predictions place IMD in the
weatherman says it’s not going to (IMD) was asked if the depression over Bay of spotlight, other routine, but equally imporrain, take your umbrella along.” Bengal, later christened Cyclone Madi, was a tant efforts often go unnoticed. Not only does
While the severest critics and cynics might threat, he had calmly said no.
the department have its ﬁnger on the pulse of
still stand by this, a little-known yet extraor“We have a standard operating procedure. India’s weather, but it also maps the condidinary achievement by the IMD should be By looking at numerical models, wind ﬂow, tions for the entire region. “The Regional Speenough to change the minds of doubters.
wind-shearing patterns and other inputs, we cialised Meteorological Centre (RSMC) is part
On October 9, 2013, a good three days before traced its exact trajectory in advance. We reac- of the IMD as well,” says Mohapatra, “From
Cyclone Phailin’s landfall, LS Rathore, the di- hed the conclusion that it wouldn’t hit the Myanmar to Oman, it all falls under our purrector general of the IMD, and his team stated coastline,” says Mohapatra. “Madi was an in si- view. Every day, we also send across a Tropical
that the cyclone would hit the coastline near tu condition, not forced by any earlier weath- Weather Outlook to several countries.” With
Gopalpur, Odisha. And on October 12, the cy- er event, but we observed the developments regards to any major weather event in the reclone made landfall within 3km of the predict- and decided that once it crosses 13°N latitude, gion, the RSMC takes the ﬁnal call.
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specialised forecasts for agriculMadi that gave us
(VSCS), a grade lower than a super cyclone from Phailin was more than reture, aviation and marine navitrouble, changing its
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years ago, there have been seven cyclones in
At Mausam Bhavan, the IMD headquarters
the subcontinent — Mahasen, Thane, Helen, on Delhi’s scenic Lodhi Road, there are a series
On the right track
Neelam, Lehar, Phailin and Madi. And in all of of portraits of previous IMD heads in the foyer,
For Rathore and his team, the near-accurate these cases, the weathermen avoided any ma- including that of Sir John Eliot, the ﬁrst direcprediction was only one of the more visible jor loss of life by making accurate forecasts, or tor general. Appointed in May 1889, Eliot could
qualitative outputs of an ongoing process. by getting close enough to the predicted have scarcely predicted the fair weather at the
“Phailin was relatively easy, it was Madi which ground location.
Mausam Bhavan today. Had he been alive, pergave us a lot of trouble,” says BK BandyopadFollowing the creation of the Ministry of haps, he might have even carried his umbrelhyay, a senior scientist at the department, add- Earth Sciences (MoES) in 2005, a modernisa- la, if the IMD’s forecast was cloudy with a
ing, “Madi was more difficult because it tion plan in three phases (at a reported budget chance of rain.
changed direction before hitting the coast.”
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Waste not, want not

The contents of our garbage may have changed over the years, but we haven’t

S

taying in a rural area, away from
civic amenities, many aspects of
life are brought into sharper focus. Waste and rubbish are major
ones. There is no daily or weekly collector
to remove it all from your door. (Nothing
like having all your rubbish at home to
concentrate and encourage thoughtful
and cautious use, promoting zero waste.)
It hit us early: our ﬁrst task was trying to
keep the Sarai’s building site clean of
non-biodegradable waste. Gutka packets
would appear on every path, the sheen of
their tiny squares seemed to glisten under every blade of grass.
How I longed for those pre-packaging
days of the India I arrived in. So hard to
believe now, but 35 years ago when I ﬁrst

Chasing the storm

After predicting Phailin’s landfall last year, barely 3km off
the mark, a near impossible feat, the Indian Meteorology
Department is enjoying its season in the sun
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After the storm

As Masterchef Australia gears up for a new season this
summer, Rishi Desai, a top contender for the title last
year, talks about life after the cameras are turned off
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Men of science
M Mohapatra, head,
Cyclone Forecast Division;
and (top) LS Rathore,
director-general, both at
the Indian Meteorological
Department (IMD) in Delhi
ramesh sharma
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